KOSOVO LIBERATION ARMY

HEADQUARTERS OF DUKAGJIN REGION

23 June 1998

Jabllanica

Decisions

of the meeting of the Headquarters of the Dukagjin Region, held on 23 June 1998

With voting rights: Gllogjan Headquarters (Ramush HARADINAJ); Jabllanica Headquarters (Lahi BRAHIMI); Leshan Headquarters (Malushi); Baran Headquarters (Doktori/the Doctor/); and Reka Headquarters (Salih VESELI).

Present at the meeting: Observer, Agron, Commanders of headquarters of subzones and villages. Toni, Skënder, Shemsedin ÇEKAJ, Faton MEHMETAJ, Faton officer at Gllogjan, Daut (David), Bujar, Ali GRAMAÇELI, Mustafê ZEQA, Hajdar, Dula, Nazmi BRAHIMAJ, Agron.

Agenda: Creation of Staff of Dukagjin Region, which will include Reka, Dushkaja, Baran Valley, Leshan Valley, and all Dukagjin.

After those present pointed out the advantages of uniting and coordinating forces, the formation of the Staff of the Dukagjin Region was decided and announced unanimously, with the following composition:
STAFF OF DUKAGJIN REGION

Commander: Ramush HARADINAJ
Deputy Commander: Lahi BRAHIMI
Chief of Staff: Salih VESELI
Deputy Chief of Staff: Rrustem TETA

Responsible for moral guidance and politics: Mala
Responsible for Intelligence Service: Faton MEHMETAJ
Responsible for Artillery: Rrustem TETA
Responsibility against armoured units: Skënder REXHAHMETI
Responsible for engineering: Gani GJUKA
Responsible for sabotage and antiterrorist combat: Togeri /the Lieutenant/
Responsible for logistics: Besnik (N.M.)
Responsible for operations: Shemsedin ÇEKU
Responsible for liaison: Agron JANUZI
Responsible for chemical-biological defence: Muhamet BERISHA

Minutes kept by: Muhamet

Commander Ramush HARADINAJ:
/signed/

Chief of Staff Salih VESELI:
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